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We report results of calculations of magnetic properties (specific heat, mag-
netization) of Fe-based Semimagnetic Semiconductors including Jahn-Teller
coupling between Fe electronic states and phonons.
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Iron based Semimagnetic Semiconductors (SMSC) [1] have been recently
intensively studied [2, 3]. Some experimental results suggest important role of
Jahn—Teller (JT) coupling between Fe electronic states and phonons [3-5]. In this
respect we extended calculation of Vallin [6] and studied in some detail influence
of JT effect on specific heat and magnetization of Fe-type SMSC.

The total Hamiltonian is assumed to be in the form [6]:

where Hcf describes crystal field, Ηso = λLS is spin-orbit term, HB is magnetic
field term, Ηvib = (1/2µ)(Ρ2u+Ρ2v +μ2 ω 2 (Q2u +-QÁ)) is vibrational term describing
TA phonons of frequency ω [6] and ΗJT = A(UuQu+UvQv) describes JT coupling
with vibrational ε mode [6] (we used coupling constant V = A/(μω/ħ) 1 / 2 ). For the
basis wave function set we used electron-vibronic eigenfunctions of Hcf+Hso+Ηvib
Six vibrational states were included into basis. We assumed that Hcf and Π9o split
5 Ε ground term of Fe++ ion into five equally spaced levels (ΔΕ = 6λ 2 /10Dq +
p, where Dq is the crystal field parameter [6]). This assumption is equivalent
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to neglecting admixture of excited 5Τ2 term wavefunctions into 5 Ε ground term
wavefunctions [6, 7]. Consequently, orbital angular momentum L has only zero
matrix elements within 5Ε ground term. Therefore HB is taken in an extended
form [7] simulating 5Ε — 5 Τ2 mixing.

Hamiltonian (1) is solved numerically by diagonalization of 60 x 60 matrix.
JT coupling results in downward shift of the ground state and reduction of the
energy gap between the ground and the first excited states. The obtained energy
levels were subsequently used for calculation of magnetization and specific heat.

In Fig. 1 we display magnetization calculated for different magnetic field
orientations for V = 15 cm-1 as well as for V = 0 (no JT coupling). We notice that

we used different parameter set for V = 0 and for non zero V to obtain the same
energy separation between the two lowest states. In this case field induced mixing
between singlet ground state and magnetically active excited states is reduced for
non zero V and then magnetization is smaller. This effect increases with increase
of JT coupling (parameter V) and decrease of the coupled phonon frequency ω.
JT coupling does not change magnetization anisotropy significantly.

Magnetic contribution to the specific heat (Cm ) was evaluated in a way sim-
ilar to the usual experimental method [4]:

where Cp is heat capacity resulting from electron-vibronic levels and Clatt is specific
heat arising from lattice TA phonons. The example results are shown in Fig. 2,
where we also illustrated the effect of difference between local ħωloc TA phonon
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(which couples to the electronic Fe ion states) and lattice ΤΑ phonon. We notice
rather slight influence of JT coupling on C m . On the other hand the absolute value

of Cm increases strongly with decreasing energy of coupled phonon. Therefore we
believe that exceptionally large Cm of CdFeSe [4] results rather from disregarding
local phonons in Curt than JT effect.

In conclusion we found rather small influence of JT coupling on magnetic
properties of Fe-type SMSC. Experimental data for the systems with probably
strong JT effect (CdFeTe, CdFeSe) are too poor to provide quantitative compari-
son with the calculations.
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